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ABSTRACT
A HIGH RESOLUTION RADAR ALTIMETER TO MEASURE THE TOPOGRAPHY OF
ICE SHEETS
MARCH 1997
RUDOLF A. PAWUL
B.S.E.E., UNION COLLEGE
M.S.E.C.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Calvin T. Swift
This thesis is a reference for the Advanced Application Flight Experiment (AAFE)
altimeter. The transmitter and receiver subsections are described and measurements
of their current state is provided. During the 1994 NASA Greenland Experiment,
the altimeter experienced several hardware malfunctions. The process of returning
the radar to its fully operational state is presented in detail and necessary design
modifications are explained. An updated radar user's manual is included along with
various circuit designs which need to be implemented. The thesis is intended to
provide an incoming graduate student with a solid foundation of the fundamentals
of AAFE altimeter operation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1974 the Hughes Aircraft Company designed the Advanced Application Flight
Experiment (AAFE) altimeter for the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. It was con-
structed to provide three measurements: altitude, wave height, and reflectivity of
radar signals from the ocean surface. Altitude measurements with a resolution of
ten centimeters or less, at a data rate of one measurement per second, was the main
objective [1].
After several years of successful oceanographic experiments, the AAFE altimeter
fell into relative disuse. However, as the scientific community developed interest in
monitoring the volume of glacial ice, attention was turned towards modifying the
AAFE altimeter for Arctic ice mapping. Such interest stems from the impact of the
mass balance of the Greenland on Antarctic ice sheets on longterm changes in the
global climate and the global sea level [2].
In 1990 the altimeter was transferred to the Microwave Remote Sensing Labora-
tory (MIRSL) at the University of Massachusetts. At the time, it was unsuitable for
conducting remote sensing measurements from an aircraft platform. The foremost
difficulty was its limited number (24) of range gates, which corresponded to a range
window of approximately 10 meters. This made automated tracking impossible,
and even manual tracking would have been extremely difficult. In addition, the
data acquisition and control systems were grossly obsolete.
As a result, MIRSL refurbished the altimeter, adding a modern data acquisition
system that not only increased the range window to 88 meters, but also allowed
continuous data acquisition for multi - hour flights. The increased range window
madepossiblethe developmentof an automatedtracking systemand the storageof
entire surfacereturn waveforms,which couldbe re-trackedby variousmethods dur-
ing post processing[3]. With theseenhancements,the AAFE altimeter successfully
participated in the 1991, 1993,and 1994NASA Arctic Ice Mapping experiments
over Greenland,obtaining valuabledata.
However, from reasonablewear and tear with time (the transmitter and re-
ceiversystemsare largely unmodifiedfrom the 1974fabrication), aswell as possible
shipping damageduring the 1994Greenland experiment, the AAFE altimeter has
experienced performance degradation. Thus, MIRSL has undertaken a series of
upgrades. The main focus of this thesis will be on this "second generation" of
improvements, as well as extensive hardware documentation since the large number
of modifications makes the current documents inaccurate.
After a chapter on basic radar altimetry, a section details the state of the
AAFE altimeter before the recent modifications. This section explains the problems
that motivated the upgrade and serves as a basis for measuring the performance
improvements now being enjoyed. The subsequent chapter itemizes the hardware
alterations and describes the necessary new components, and their incorporation
into the relevant altimeter subsystems. It also documents the performance enhance-
ments. Following a brief segment on data from from the 1994 Greenland experiment,
the thesis concludes with suggestions for future endeavors.
CHAPTER 2
BASIC ALTIMETRY THEORY
In its most basic form, radar altimetry consists of sending out a short pulse
of energy and accurately determining the time it takes to scatter from the ground
and back into the receiver. Since a radar altimeter is typically a nadir-looking
instrument, the distance to the surface directly below the radar is given by
ct
h= (2.1)
where h is the height above the surface, c is the speed of light (3.0 x 10 s meters per
second), and t is the round-trip time, as measured by the altimeter. The minimum
range resolution, AR, of the resulting measurement is limited by the width of the
transmitted pulse, T, such that
cT
AR = --. (2.2)
2
Therefore, it is advantageous to transmit as narrow a pulse as possible.
If Pt is the power transmitted by the altimeter, the received power Pr can be
determined from the radar range equation, which can be expressed in the following
simplified form:
p_ PtK
R4 , (2.3)
where R is the range to the target and K is a lumped constant including the antenna
gain, radar cross section of the target and the effective area of the antenna. The
average power transmitted by the altimeter is given by
P_T
P_v - TpRF' (2.4)
where TpRF is the time between pulses. For a fixed value of Pay, it is therefore an
advantage to transmit a wide pulse. As a result, some engineering compromise must
be madeto accommodateboth anaccuratemeasurementof rangeand an acceptable
'range within which the instrument canoperate.
One acceptablecompromiseis to usepulsecompression,which enablesa radar
to radiate a greateramount of energyyet still obtain the rangeresolutionof a short
pulse. This is accomplishedthrough increasingthe signal bandwidth by frequency
modulating the signal within the pulseenvelope[4].
The AAFE altimeter usesa common form of pulse compression: a linearly
frequencymodulated pulse or "chirp" pulse. Figure 2.1showsan exampleof such
a pulse. Figure 2.2 shows a frequency versus time plot of the same pulse. Such a
chirp pulse may be generated in a variety of ways. Two of the most common make
use of either a surface acoustic wave (SAW) device, or a digital chirp synthesizer.
These are described in greater detail in later sections, which focus on their use in
the AAFE altimeter.
Pulse compression radars must also utilize a method to "de-chirp" the trans-
mitted pulse upon reception. One way to accomplish this task is to pass the
received pulse back through a matching SAW device, compressing all the frequency
components back together in time [5]. The resulting output is the autocorrelation
function of the chirped pulse. As shown in figure 2.3, this is a sinc function with a
1 and amplitude x/-B-T, where T is the actual transmitted pulsepulse width T ---
width of the chirp. The quantity T can be thought of as the "effective" pulse width.
Although a pulse of width T is originally transmitted, when the return is analyzed,
it has already been transformed to the sinc pulse, having a shorter time duration,
7-.
This process illustrates the figure of merit for a pulse compression radar called
the compression ratio. It is defined as
T
CR = -. (2.5)
T
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Figure 2.1 Time domain representation of a "chirp" signal.
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Figure 2.2 Frequency versus time representation of a "chirp" signal.
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Figure 2.3 Example of a SAW device de-chirped pulse.
Using the relationship between the effective pulse width, r, and the bandwidth of
the chirp signal, it may also be stated as
cR = BT. (2.6)
These two forms of the compression ratio show the improvement achieved for both
the range resolution and average power transmitted.
Of greater relevance to the AAFE altimeter, however, is the dechirping technique
of full deramping. This procedure involves mixing the received chirp with a delayed
replica of itself, thus translating any shifts in time into offsets in frequency [3].
As a result, the converted waveform must ultimately be analyzed in the frequency
domain. Depending on the time at which the transmitted pulse arrives at the
deramping mixer and the time at which the dechirping pulse is sent to the mixer,
the resulting mixer output can be divided into four cases. These are illustrated in
figures 2.4 and 2.5. Figure 2.4a shows the timing of the transmitted and received
pulses of the radar, while each of the following sub-figures are representations of the
different timing cases of the dechirping pulse, normalized to their governing step
functions.
In figure 2.4b, the replica chirp arrives early at the mixer input, resulting in the
mixer output illustrated in figure 2.4c. Figures 2.4d and 2.4e show the best-case
scenario where the dechirp signal and the received signal arrive simultaneously at
the mixer input. When the replica arrives late as shown in figure 2.5b, the output
assumes the form shown in 2.5c. Finally, in figures 2.5d and 2.5e, the dechirp
arrives too early and too late, respectively, to acquire the received pulse. Note that
the pulse width, T, of the received pulse and the dechirp pulse are assumed equal
to model the performance of the AAFE altimeter; however, the analysis still holds
without this assumption.
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A transmitted chirp, with frequency fo, bandwidth B, and pulse width T, can
be expressed as
Ts_(t) = eJ2_:°teJ_-_'[_(t+ _) - _(t - )]. (2.7)
Accounting for the round trip delay time of _
c
signal takes on the form
, it can be shown that the deramped
st(t) = eJ2-tt_+_(,-_)l[_(t _ __2Ro T 2Ro T+ =) _(t )] ×
T T
[_(t- _-+ _)- _(t- _-- _)].
(2.8)
Then, using the previous timing analysis, and setting
s(t ) = d_'tE:+-_('-_ )1, (2.9)
the full deramped return signal can be expressed as:
0 T< 2---R_-- T
-- e
s(t)[u(t- 2Ro_+ T)_ u(t-- 7--- T)] _ _ T<7_< 2__P_P_
s(t)[u(t- 2Ro + T)_ u(t- _ T)] T= 21_c c --'ft.2 c
s(t)[u(t- _- + T_)2-- u(t- 2Ro¢_ T)] 2Ro¢<r< 2Ro_+ T
0 _->L-_ + T.
-- C
As stated earlier, the information contained in the return must now be extracted in
the frequency domain. By evaluating the Fourier Transform
1FS_(f) = _ s(t)e -J2'_p (2.10)
O0
of the time domain return, we obtain
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where
St(f) -
O )s,q_(_ _, T< 2---_- T
-- C
el_rf'(r+2R____ +r)/'] _ -- T<T<
E C
I 7rTI" c
eJlrf'(r--2R°--T) sin[_r(r--_-'_-T)f']c _. 2R°<T<2/{° Jr- Z
7r_l' c c
0 -r>2--_ + T,
-- C
Thus, the return signal is expressed in the form of a sinc function whose center
frequency depends on the round-trip time to the surface, 2Ro
c
The added performance achieved by pulse compression does not come without
a penalty. The increased bandwidth of the receiver results in a greater input noise
power as determined by
Pn : kToB, (2.11)
where Pn is the input noise power, k is Planck's constant (1.38 x 10-23), To is the
ambient temperature in Kelvin, and B is the expanded bandwidth of the receiver.
However, due to the Gaussian statistical properties of the noise, one can somewhat
reduce its degrading effects on the return signal by averaging the returns of several
pulses together.
In addition, it has been shown that with a known surface composition and a
prior understanding of the altimeter's response to such a surface, a greater range
resolution can be achieved. Radar altimeter return waveforms from the ocean surface
have been well-categorized, and the AAFE altimeter was instrumental in the study
of altimeter response characteristics over glacial ice under the operation of Dr. Ellen
Ferraro. The total return power of the AAFE altimeter was modeled by Ferraro as an
12
incoherentsum of a surfacescatteringcomponent,a volumescattering component,
and the noisefloor given by
Pr('r) = a + APrs(_-) + BP,.v(T), (2.12)
where a is the noise floor contribution, and A and B are the percentages of sur-
face and volume return power respectively. Prs(T) was evaluated by assuming a
transmitted impulse and using the radar range equation
P_s(t) - (4_r)3PtA2 ff 5(t- -_)G2(O)cr°(O)___ dA, (2.13)
where G2(O) and a°(O) are functions representing the gain of the radar antenna and
backscatter coefficient for the surface, respectively. Detailed analysis provided a
form to which AAFE altimeter waveforms could be fit:
Prs(_-)- co e(t,/,12e_(2T#.le,./c(tp _-
H3s2 _-_), (2.14)
where
Co= P'A_c_°r(°°)
32_ 2
2H
T-=t-- _,
C
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.x7)
(2.18)2H 18ln2 1 "
c --_+-g
Co is a constant, erfc is the complementary error function, H is the height above the
surface, 77_ is the volume backscatter coefficient, ah is the rms surface height and ap
is the standard deviation of the system point target response.
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Similarly, using the volume scattering radar range equation [Swift 1985],
PtA2r 2(4_)3 fff 6(t- _(_ +n 4<-_ ))a_(O) -"°('-_)'_v 'Pro(t)
the resulting return power due to volume scattering can be expressed as
_..ga___(e_2acs_
¢1c-2ac, -- e -_cr) T > 0
P vO-)=
0 w<O,
where
and
C1 =
Ptv'_A2T2a2orlv
32_r2H a
81n2
_= go_'
2H
T:t-- --,
C
(2.19)
(2.22)
C
cs- e_v/_-_. • (2.23)
In glacial ice regions that contain a higher percentage of liquid water, equation
1.12 will be dominated by the surface return component due to limited surface
penetration. These regions are called "wet-zone" regions. Conversely, in "dry-zone"
regions, there is no liquid water content so sub-surface volume scatterers contribute
more to the return. In the intermediate zone, often known as the percolation-zone,
the liquid water content varies depending on season and on location within the zone.
Analysis of returns within this zone are further complicated by a volume backscatter
coefficient that depends upon position (p and h). As a result, the expression for
return power due to volume scatterers must be modified. Figure 2.6 gives examples
of AAFE return waveforms from a variety of ice sheet compositions in Greenland.
The changes in shape of the waveform can be attributed to varying contributions of
surface and volume scatterers. [3]
14
Figure 2.6 Six altimeter return waveforms from the Greenland ice sheet [Ferraro,
1994].
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CHAPTER 3
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
Figure 3.1 shows a general block diagram of the AAFE altimeter. The trans-
mitter subsystem generates a 13.9 GHz chirp with a 360 MHz bandwidth. The
control subsystem coordinates the timing of all the switches in the transmitter and
receiver. Dechirping of the surface return takes place in the receiver subsystem,
whose output is then sampled by,. the data acquisition subsystem. Output from the
data acquisition subsystem is passed to the computer subsystem, which saves it
to disk. The computer subsystem, comprised of a Hewlett Packard (HP) personal
computer running both HP basic and HP Unix, facilitates communication between
the control and data acquisition systems and provides a user interface for the radar
operator.
Since the complete refurbishment of the AAFE altimeter in 1990, other modi-
fications have been added. Because much of the system has remained unchanged
from 1990, the refurbished state will be used as a reference point for the detailed
hardware description. This will better illustrate the rationale for the more recent
modifications.
Figure 3.2 shows a general block diagram of the refurbished transmitter sub-
system. A more detailed diagram is presented in figure 3.3, where numbers found
above and below the lines between adjacent components correspond, respectively,
to the frequency in MHz and peak power measurements in dBm of the signal at the
current point. Power measurements for continuous wave signals were made with an
HP spectrum analyzer and low-loss test cable.
Figure 3.1 General block diagram of the AAFE altimeter's major components.
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The spectrumanalyzerwasalso usedfor pulsedsignals,using the duty cycleof
the signal to obtain a peak powerfigure. For example,a power measurementof a
+3 dBm, 3.1 #second pulse, at a pulse repetition frequency of 750 Hertz would be
approximately -23.3 dBm using the spectrum analyzer. This value is a measurement
of the average power of the pulse. Since the duty cycle is 0.2325%, subtracting its
value in dB
DutyCycle(dB) -- lOlog[ 3"lxlO-%cc°nds]
- 26.3 (3.1)
results in the original peak power of +3 dBm.
Chirped pulses, illustrated with an arrow over their frequencies, were measured
using a peak power meter. A peak power meter returns the total power over an
entire band, which is ideal for a broad frequency chirped pulse. Sensors for the
power meter are only usable over a small power range. As the approximate power
level of signals was known beforehand, signal levels could be modified to this range
via a well-characterized amplifier or attenuator and readings adjusted accordingly
for accurate measurements. Power meter measurements were taken of continuous
wave and "regularly" pulsed signals whenever possible to discover and eliminate any
sources of error.
All frequencies for the AAFE altimeter are generated from the 108 MHz source as
combinations of 540 MHz and 27 MHz signals resulting from the frequency multiply
and divide components, as shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3. The ×5 and +4 are
obtained from a custom Hughes Aircraft component modified from some previous
design. This component also includes the 108 MHz source and is labeled "U19" in
the Hughes documentation and the hardware itself.
The 540 MHz signal is then split three ways. One is mixed with the 27 MHz
signal to create the third intermediate frequency that is passed into the receiver
subsystem. The second 540 MHz signal encounters a series of switches (the burst
18
generator),which pulsesit to awidth of 5ns. Next, the pulsedsignalpassesthrough
a seriesof amplifiers to bring it to a power levelof approximately +20 dBm. This
amplification is neededto drive the ReflectiveArray Compressor (RAC) device.
The RAC is a type of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) device and is used to add
the bandwidth necessary to create a chirp signal. This greater bandwidth is achieved
by converting the "burst" pulse to an acoustic signal and presenting the signal with
a series of shallow grooves in the delay path as shown in figure 3.4 [4]. The grooves
are fabricated so that the propagation delay of each 180 degree path depends on
frequency. Higher frequency components of the burst pulse travel further than lower
frequency components, and thus leave the device later in time. When the burst
pulse leaves the RAC device, its pulse width has been elongated to 3.1 #sed and
its bandwidth has been increased to 180 MHz. There is no amplitude weighting
on the RAC device so the side-lobe level of the received signal will be -13.2 dB [4].
In addition, the RAC device attenuates the signal considerably as a result of the
two waveform conversions per excitation. It is common for the device to become
extremely hot to the touch.
Due to the lossy nature of the RAC device, the output chirp must be significantly
amplified before reaching the frequency doubler. Since the doubler is only a mixer
that appropriately filters the output products, the level at which it is driven greatly
affects its performance. Both the center frequency and bandwidth are doubled to
create a waveform with a 360 MHz bandwidth centered at 1080 MHz. Using equation
1.2, this gives the AAFE altimeter a minimum range resolution (before waveform
A R c T_ f l _cti,,_ c
= = _ 42cm. (3.2)
2 2(360MHz)
re-tracking) of
However, operating the altimeter at a full pulse width of 3.1 ttsec requires that
the aircraft platform be flying at a minimum height of approximately 465 meters.
19
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Figure 3.3 Detailed transmitter block diagram of the refurbished AAFE altimeter.
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Figure 3.4 Simplified representationof a Reflective Array Compressor_RAC)
device[1].
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Figure 3.5 Operation of pulse width switch in transmitter subsystem.
This distance corresponds to the time at which the trailing edge of the transmit
pulse is leaving the antenna and the front end of the pulse is reaching the antenna
after reflecting off the surface. Under some applications, and certainly for any
ground-based testing, operation must be possible within a shorter distance to the
target (or surface). A pulse width switch was installed after the frequency doubler
for this purpose. Control signals for the pulse width switch are appropriately timed
to maintain a constant center frequency, independent on pulse width, as illustrated
in figure 3.5. Cutting the pulse width in this manner trades range resolution for a
greater range of operation.
Upon exiting the pulse width switch, the chirped pulse is again filtered and
amplified (to recover unavoidable system losses) before passing through a power
23
splitter. One of the splitter outputs is mixed with the last of the three 540 MHz
signals. This path generates the second intermediate frequency, which is sent into
the receiver. Operating in a full pulse mode, this is a 1.62 GHz pulse, with a 360
MHz bandwidth. Before reaching the receiver, it encounters a delay line comprised
of a coil of semi-rigid cable. The length of this coil is set to mimic the system
time delays experienced by the other output of the splitter, whose path leads to the
antenna port.
A 12.82 GHz crystal oscillator is mixed with the second of the splitter outputs.
At this point, the signal attains its final center frequency of 13.9 GHz. A second
output from the crystal oscillator is sent directly into the receiver, where it is the
first intermediate frequency. The 13.9 GHz signal is amplified to 2 Watts (+33 dBm)
via the power amplifier before reaching one of two RF switches. After this switch,
part of the signal is coupled (30 dB) to form the "test target" which is passed into
the receiver, depending on the state of the calibration switch. This "test target"
simulates a return from the surface when the AAFE altimeter is in calibration mode.
Finally, the signal passes through the second RF switch, which provides isolation
when the altimeter is not transmitting, then the circulator, and is transmitted by
the antenna. The circulator enables the use of one antenna for both the transmitter
and receiver and provides 30 dB of isolation. Most frequently, the antenna used is
a rectangular horn 56 cm in length with a 9.1 cm by 6.6 cm aperture. It has a gain
of 21.6 dB and a 3 dB beam width of 15.6 degrees [1]. The waveguide attachment
for this antenna was slightly damaged after the 1994 flight experiments, but has
been subsequently repaired. A plot of a current reflection measurement, taken with
a network analyzer in the MIRSL laboratory, is shown in figure 3.6.
Two other antennas are available to the AAFE altimeter, both intended to
investigate the effect of beam width on the surface return waveform. In order to
participate in a so-called "big foot" flight experiment, typically flown at higher
24
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Figure 3.6 Reflection measurement of AAFE antenna after repair.
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altitudes, a 31.2 degreebeam width rectangular horn was outfitted. This beam
width producesa muchgreatersurfacefootprint, accentuatingthe contributions of
volume scattererson the return waveform[3]. The secondantennais a patch phased
array with a beam width of 4 degreesand a gain of 34 dB.
A general block diagram and more detailed block diagram of the refurbished
state of the AAFE altimeter receiversubsystemcanbe found in figures 3.7 and 3.8,
respectively.Peakpowermeasurementsare representedin dBm and were obtained
with altimeter in calibration mode,as in the transmitter block diagram. The signal
labeled "from antenna" has been passedthrough a waveguidecirculator, twelve
inchesof rectangular waveguideand a waveguide-to-coaxadapter.
The 30dB coupler is necessaryfor the calibration modeof the AAFE altimeter.
In the calibration mode, the "TxTT" signal is coupled in to mimic a return from
the surface. During normal operation, returns via the antennaare passedthrough
the couplerand immediately mixeddown to a 1080MHz chirpedpulse. The output
of this mixer encountersa manualvariableattenuator. It hasa rangeof attenuation
from 1 to 69dB and is usedto prevent saturation of the front end amplifiers which
follow it.
A power splitter/combiner stage follows the amplifiers. One of the outputs
of the power splitter is delayedand recombinedwith the other splitter output,
dependingupon the state of the switch in the delay path. The non-delayedoutput
is attenuated to matchthe lossin the switchand delay line. If the switch is closed,a
second"target" is sampledby the data acquisitionsystem102nanosecondsafter the
original. This is only usedfor test purposesin calibration mode and is most useful
for verifying operation of the data acquisition system. In normal radar operation
mode, the test target switch is alwaysopen.
Upon exiting thetest target switches,the return signal is amplified and filtered
before reaching the deramping mixer. In transmit and receivemode, the second
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Figure 3.7 General block diagram of the AAFE altimeter receiver subsystem.
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OFigure 3.8 Detailed block diagram of the AAFE altimeter receiver subsystem.
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mixer input is generated in the transmitter at a time determined by the computer
software tracking system. When in calibration mode, the second mixer input is
generated from the same transmit pulse as the calibration "TxTT" signal. If the
output of this mixer is to be within the range window of the receiver, its frequency
will be between 492 and 562 MHz. This output signal is no longer chirped, but
remains pulsed.
The return signal is once again amplified and filtered before the final mixing
stage. This is another custom Hughes component and it includes an additional
amplifier as well as mixer. A turn-screw manual variable attenuator follows this
mixer and precedes a programmable variable attenuator or "automatic gain control"
(AGC). The AGC is used to prevent saturation of the analog to digital converter
(ADC) within the data acquisition system and is controllable from the computer
user interface. The return is now between 5 and 75 MHz and is filtered and ampli-
fied before entering the data acquisition system, where it is averaged, fast-Fourier
transformed, and passed to the computer subsystem to be displayed and stored to
disk.
3.1 Hardware Performance
The AAFE altimeter has experienced some significant performance degradation due
to reasonable wear and tear and possible shipping damage. As a result, MIRSL has
undertaken a series of additional upgrades. Before the 1994 Greenland experiment
and during transport for installation on the NASA remote sensing aircraft, a variety
of "minor" components failed to operate properly. Among these components was
the intermediate frequency generator in the transmitter subsystem (labeled "U21"
in the Hughes documentation). A block diagram for the intermediate frequency
generator is included in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 Detailed block diagram of the intermediate frequency generator.
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The purpose of the "U21" component is to take inputs of 27 MHz and 540 MHz
and produce two 540 MHz and one 567 MHz outputs at appropriate power levels
for use in other parts of tile transmitter. However, the outputs were suffering from
extreme spurious signal contamination as illustrated by the 567 MHz output in
figure 3.10. Examination of this signal at point A in figure 3.9, showed that it was
relatively free of the 27 MHz harmonics after filtering. As a result, an additional
amplifier was installed to replace amplifier B within "U21" so that the 567 MHz
output was not reintroduced to any interference. The two 540 MHZ outputs were
improved by the addition of narrow band pass filters.
Another significant component failure involved the automatic gain control (AGC)
circuit within the receiver subsystem. The AGC was another custom Hughes com-
ponent modified for use in the AAFE altimeter. Close inspection revealed the
charring of some discrete circuit elements, as well as brittle solder connections.
A Lucas Weinschel programmable attenuator was installed as a replacement to
prevent saturation of the analog to digital converters in the data acquisition system.
Attenuation steps of 1 dB, to a maximum of 127 dB are available.
All of the above component failures can detract from the overall system perfor-
mance. However, none could degrade the shape and quality of the return waveform
to the degree witnessed during the 1994 Greenland experiment. Once the altimeter
returned to the MIRSL laboratory, investigation showed that the reflective array
compression (RAC) device, which is the main component of the pulse compression
system, was malfunctioning badly, hence the drop-off in performance.
Figure 3.11 shows the state of the RAC device output in 1990. This plot is
taken from an HP spectrum analyzer and shows a relatively steady amplitude level
over the entire 180 MHz bandwidth of the device. The shape of the chirp signal is
symmetric about the center frequency, which is at a power level of approximately 1
dBm. Figure 3.12 illustrates the current state of the RAC device output. The most
31
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Figure 3.10 Contaminated intermediate frequency generator output.
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prominent feature of this plot is the great "crevice" in the center of the frequency
band of the device. At its worst point, nearly at the centerfrequency,the amplitude
drops 20 dB from its expectedvalue. To ensurethe validity of this plot, the RAC
devicewastestedonan HP network analyzer($21)and with a point-by-point test in
frequencyusing a frequencysynthesizerandspectrumanalyzer. A continuous wave
frequency was fed to the input of the RAC and its amplitude was recorded using the
spectrum analyzer. This method essentially mimics the network analyzer, but gives
the operator a more tangible reading of the operation of the device. The network
analyzer plot in figure 3.13 and the point by point test results in figure 3.14 both
confirm the failure of the RAC device. Figure 3.15 shows that the input signal to
the RAC device in 1990 was equivalent to the input signal for the current tests.
Investigation of the RAC device itself shows no visible signs of stress or failure.
However, an untrained eye could not determine any damage to the crystal etchings
and many of the component parts cannot be manipulated without further damaging
them. There are signs of custom modifications to the original design as was witnessed
with the intermediate frequency generator. These modifications are again roughshod
and could be the source of failure as they are less robust than the original component
workmanship.
Unfortunately, the RAC device is a high precision, application-specific compo-
nent and is not only expensive, but also not widely available. However, as digital
technology has improved since 1974, an alternative to .the surface acoustic wave
(SAW) device now exists in the digital chirp synthesizer. This device mimics the
functionality of its analog counterpart, while offering features that the SAW, RAC
and other pulse compression devices cannot provide. First of these, is greater chirp
to chirp reliability. Each chirp is rendered digitally for less variation between the
transmit chirp and the deramping signal. Most attractive, however, is the flexi-
bility of a digital chirp synthesizer. Whereas the analog devices are manufactured
33
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Figure 3.11 Spectrum analyzer plot of the original condition of the RAC device.
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to specifications and can never be modified, the digital chirp synthesizer can be
reprogrammed in seconds to manipulate its center frequency or bandwidth. Even
phase properties can be chosen and modified, so the chirp synthesizer can be shared
by a variety of projects without sacrificing design considerations. The effect of pulse
compression parameters on overall system performance can also be investigated. In
addition, the digital chirp synthesizer is solid-state and is much more robust than
etchings in crystal. Finally, the costs of analog and digital pulse compression devices
are comparable, so a digital solution was chosen to replace the RAC device.
Before a specific digital chirp synthesizer could be chosen, the performance
specifications necessary for the AAFE altimeter had to be determined. Of greatest
importance were bandwidth, amplitude level flatness, spectral purity, and frequency
switching. At least 180 MHz had to be attainable and to achieve the level of
amplitude flatness shown in figure 3.11, variations of no more than 3 dB could
be tolerated.
To determine the requirements for frequency switching, software was written
to simulate the return signal deramping process in the receiver subsystem. Figure
3.16 shows the frequency versus time plot of a digital chirp pulse. Switching speed
for the device is determined by the time between frequency steps in the chirp
pulse. For an analog device, this time is obviously zero. The simulation software,
"mixes" a mathematical representation of an AAFE surface return, generated by a
digital transmit pulse, with a mathematical representation of a digitally generated
deramping signal. The result is fast Fourier transformed and displayed.
Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 show the results for 3 common grades of
digital chirp synthesizers and the analog representation, respectively. The analog
plot is shown for comparative purposes. Each plot has an output level maximum
centered at approximately 532.8 MHz, which corresponds to the 62 nanosecond delay
of the deramping signal as follows:
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However, both the 31 and 62 nanosecond switching speed grades of digital chirps
have unacceptable power levels of spurious harmonics. If returns from these signals
were to be tracked, they would skew power level weightings to give a false reading
about the center of the return and, therefore, range to the surface.
After weighing performance versus cost, the Sciteq DCP-1A/LPF was chosen as
the best solution. The DCP-1A has a 500 MHz reference clock enabling a switching
speed as low as 2 nanoseconds, and 24 data bits provide frequency resolution less
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than 30 Hertz. Output frequenciescan rangefrom 1 to 230 MHz, and signalscan
passthrough a smoothing low-passfilter beforeexiting the device. Its data sheet
specificationsaresupplied in Appendix A.
Sincethe original RAC devicehad a center frequencyof 540 MHz, somemod-
ifications to the transmitter subsystemwere necessaryto accommodatethe digital
device. In order to provide the necessary180 MHz bandwidth, the possiblecenter
frequenciesof the chirp generatoroutput werelimited to a rangebetween91 MHz
and 140 MHz. This rangeis further limited to allow a buffer from interferencedue
to other intermediate frequencieswithin the AAFE system,suchas the baseband
27 MHz. The best, and simplest, solution would be to center the output chirp at
the highest possible frequency,140 MHz, and mix it up to 540 MHz with a new
400 MHz source. However,budgetary considerationsmade the acquisition of the
necessarysourcean impossibility and anothersolutionusingthe frequenciesalready
available was needed. This design had the further requirement of changing the
existing hardwareas little as possiblesincefunds for purchasingnew components
werelimited.
3.2 New Design
Figure 3.21 is a simplified block diagram of the design modifications to the trans-
mitter, focusing on the new intermediate frequency values. In order to preserve as
much of the old design as possible, the digital chirp input was modified to mimic the
output parameters of the original RAC device. Without these modifications, more
extensive and costly adaptations to the last stages of the transmitter and receiver
front end would have been necessary. This design required only minor adjustments
to the last stages of the transmitter and left the receiver completely unchanged. As
a result, the new components are all at lower frequencies, thus reducing costs.
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Combinations of 27 MHz, 108 MHz, and 540 MHz were the only frequencies
availablefor mixing the digital chirp signalto its required540MHz centerfrequency.
Using the 567 MHz signal already generatedand mixing it with the extra output
available from the 108 MHz source,the main AAFE transmit pulse was changed
to 675 MHz. The digital chirp input could then becenteredat 135 MHz requiring
only two mixers, onepowersplitter, amplifiersandtwo filters. Sincethe first mixing
stagehas a stop band of 108 MHz, its band-passfilter can have a gradual cut-off,
reducing costs.For the secondmixing stage,usinga moreeconomicallow-passfilter
allowsa steepercut-off to removethe unwantedimageand 675MHz "LO" signal.
Additional amplifiers were necessaryto drive the new mixing stagesproperly,
but since the digital chirp input does not attenuate the power level, someof the
amplifiers formerly usedin later stagesof the transmitter werereinstalled to drive
the mixers. Somenew cabling wasalso required and thesewere either scavenged
from now unusedsectionsof the transmitter or purchased.A current block diagram
of the transmitter subsystemis illustrated in figure 3.22and repeatedwith greater
detail in figure 3.23.
Oncethe preferredcharacteristicsfor the digital chirp output were determined,
an interface could be designedto generatethem. The digital chirp synthesizer
(DCS) requiresan involvedregisterloadingprocedurebeforeanyoutput isproduced.
Subsequently,no testing of the devicewaspossibleuntil an interface solution could
be devised. Unfortunately, its data connector,a 50 pin D type, is not a computer
industry standard and required that a customsolution be built.
For preliminary testing, a circuit utilizing Altera programmable logic devices
was fabricated. Figure 3.24containsthe intended waveformoutput which shows
most of the steps necessaryto program the DCS. First, a control or "ready" word
(0x000040)must be sent to data linesand clockedor strobed in. The control word
must be followed by a start frequencyvalueand frequencyincrement value, each
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Figure 3.21 General block diagram of the updated intermediate frequency gener-
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Figure 3.23 Current detailed block diagram of the AAFE transmitter subsystem.
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strobed in with tile appropriate "mode" valuesthat determine the register being
loaded. Someother linesmust be held to groundor toggled to initialize the device.
Oncethe DCS is programmed,a selectline is pulsedto producean output. The
output initiates at the start frequencyand every2 nanosecondsaddsthe frequency
value in the increment register until the select line is released. When the select
line is pulsed again, the frequencyis already reset to the start frequency. There
is a main and auxiliary start frequencyregister to allow more flexibility without
reprogrammingthe device.
The AAFE control subsystemalready sendsa 50 nanosecondpulse (intended
for the burst generator)to initiate the chirp or dechirp. To minimize modifications
to the control subsystem,both the main and auxiliary registerswereprogrammed
with the 45 MHz start frequency.The alreadyexisting chirp and dechirp outputs
could then be used to generatethe transmit and deramping pulses, respectively.
Thesepulsesareelongatedto the required3.1/*secondpulsewidth through a delay
circuit in the Altera interface,asshownin the logic diagram. The pulsewidth can
be further modifiedwith the pulsewidth switch asbefore;however,a 3.67/,second
delay is necessaryto accountfor the delay inherent to the RAC device. The circuit
was tested on a logic analyzerand its output verified.
Preliminary DCS output tests showeda general functionality of the device.
Figure 3.25 illustrates a spectrumanalyzerplot of the DCS output using a pulse
repetition frequencyof 200 kHz. This verified that the DCS was accepting and
executingboth the properstart and incrementfrequency.However,the level of low
frequencycomponents (between0 Hertz and 45 MHz) wascuriously higher than
the expectednoisefloor value. To ensurethat the presenceof theselow frequency
componentswasnot due to measurementinaccuracy, the chirp was observedon
an oscilloscope.MIRSL doesnot have oscilloscopeplotting capabilities, however,
figure 3.26wasobtained from the manufacturer(Sciteq)and illustrates someof the
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interference, cutting off the more gradual "wispy" interference that could also be
seen on a scope.
Moreover, as the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was decreased, the interfer-
ence worsened until there was no longer a cutoff at the start frequency, as shown
in figure 3.27. The typical operating PRF of the AAFE altimeter is 750 Hertz
so filtering the 200 kHz PRF output would cause aliasing. Since the DCS was
programmed correctly, the DCS was sent to Sciteq for analysis.
The testing setup used by Sciteq sends a continuous PRF to the DCS unit and,
as a result, a deficiency in their ROM configuration went undetected. An updated
control circuit was installed in the DCS and greatly improved the functionality of
the device. An updated oscilloscope (courtesy of Sciteq) and spectrum analyzer plot
is shown in figures 3.28 and 3.29, respectively.
During the process of diagnosing the DCS malfunction, more attention was
paid to the interface / programming circuit. A spare HP GPIO card was used
to program the DCS via the computer user interface, and a circuit was designed to
handshake between the GPIO and DCS and tested on a breadboard. This circuit
is a much better design since it allows reprogramming of all DCS parameters in
seconds. In contrast, the Altera solution eliminates much of the flexibility of the DCS
since it must be reprogrammed on the ground for bandwidth and start frequency
modifications. In addition, the GPIO solution allows the pulse width switch to be
bypassed, adjusting the pulse width in software. As a result, any pulse width can
still be obtained and we can remove the hardwired 3.67 #second delay, a possible
source of ambiguity.
Another modification to the DCS interface is the method of controlling the
specifications of the chirp output. Instead of programming only the start and
increment frequencies, a stop frequency is also programmed, eliminating any error
due to variability in the select pulse. The start and increment frequencies control
52
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Figure 3.30 Logical representation of the GPIO digital chirp shut-off circuit.
the shape of the chirp as before, but a comparator bit goes high when the chirp
reaches the stop frequency. This bit is used to turn off the select line, and therefore,
the chirp pulse. The basic logic diagram of the GPIO design interface is illustrated
in figure 3.30. Other pertinent information about this design can be found in
Appendix B.
Once the DCS output was verified, operation of the altimeter could be tested.
Until a circuit board for the GPIO interface can be fabricated and a power supply
for the DCS can be assembled, a field test is not feasible. However, a combination
of lab tests verified the functionality of each component of the transmit and receive
sequence. First, the chirp and dechirp generation was verified on an oscilloscope.
The delay of the dectiirp pulse was varied and its timing in reference to the original
chirp was measured to be correct.
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Any possibleerrors in the deramping processwere eliminated in the following
test. A chirp pulse was generatedand split using the test target section in the
receiversubsystem.Instead of recombiningthe 102nanoseconddelayedpulsewith
the other pulsevia the secondpower splitter, they were subjectedto a deramping
mixer. A spectrumanalyzerplot of the output of this mixer is shownin figure 3.31.
The chirp pulseusedhad a bandwidth of 180MHz anda pulsewidth of 3.1pseconds
- identical to the AAFE chirp prior to the frequency doubler. After deramping, the
signal should then be at a frequency calculated by
180MHzBW
F = x 102nsec = 5.92MHz. (3.4)
3. l #seconds
The spectrum analyzer plot confirms this as well as illustrating a minimum of 20 dB
of suppression between the desired peak and any spurious signals. The large spike
towards the left of the plot is the zero Hertz signal.
Finally, a calibration file was taken. Figures 3.33 and 3.32 show the state of
the calibration output before the current upgrade. Of note are two large spurious
signals, often higher than the expected return, and a miserable signal-to-noise ratio.
But as figures 3.35 and 3.34 show, the radar now receives a strong, clean signal
with a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 35 dB.
These tests confirm that all facets of the AAFE altimeter operate correctly on
an individual basis. The only differences between calibration mode and normal
transmitting mode are as follows:
• A second dechirp signal is generated at a delay specified by the tracking system.
This function was verified in test one.
• The initial chirp exits the antenna, is reflected back from the surface, and
received via the antenna port. No problems with the circulator and antenna
were ever experienced.
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Figure 3.31 Spectrum analyzer plot of deramping test output.
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Any possibledata acquisitiontiming problemswereeliminatedthrough proper func-
tion during the calibration mode. A' high degreeof confidenceabout the operation
of the radar can be assumed. The updated AAFE user's manual is included in
Appendix C.
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Figure 3.34 Calibration outputs of AAFE after recent modifications.
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CHAPTER 4
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE 1994 GREENLAND
EXPERIMENT
In 1994 the AAFE altimeter participated in the NASA multisensor airborne
altimetery experiment. AAFE and other remote sensing instruments, including the
NASA Airborne Oceanographic Lidar (AOL), were installed on a NASA P-3 aircraft
to operate over the Greenland ice mass. The experiment consisted of fourteen flights,
repeating trajectories flown previously in 1991 and 1993. The mission endeavored
to measure small-scale changes in the mass balance of the ice sheet through periodic
measurements. Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers in differential mode were
used with the aircraft's autopiloting system for accurate flight path duplication and
for determining the aircraft altitude above the ellipsoid, a reference sphere around
the surface of the earth. By taking the difference between the GPS altitude and
altimeter measurements of the aircraft altitude above the ice sheet, the ice sheet
altitude above the ellipsoid was determined.
During the 1991 and 1993 experiments, the AAFE altimeter provided extremely
accurate information about the aircraft altitude above the ice sheet. Figures 4.1a
and 4.1b show a comparison between AAFE altitude results and data taken with
the AOL altimeter in 1991. The actual altitude measured is illustrated in figure
4.1a and 4.1b shows the difference between the two data sets.
As a result of the hardware failures mentioned previously, the AAFE altimeter
was unable to repeat these results in 1994. Figure 4.2 compares 1994 AAFE data
with AOL data. The drop-out of data towards the right of the plots coincides
with a cloud cover through which AOL could not penetrate. As illustrated by the
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Figure 4.1 Comparison between AAFE and AOL altitude measurements during
the 1991 Greenland experiment [Ferraro, 1994]
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calibration plot in figure 3.33, the AAFE altimeter wassuffering from two spurious
peaks,as well as a signal-to-noiseratio under 7dB. The largebias towards the left
of figure 4.2 could be a result of tracking the wrong peak. Most of the data was
tracked manually since the auto-tracker could not function properly due to the low
signal-to-noise ratio.
In order to obtain acceptable altitude results with this data set, a massive
data processing effort compensating for the transmit pulse deficiencies must be
undertaken. However, other information can also be salvaged from the 1994 data set.
Figure 4.3 illustrates a surface plot of AAFE returns taken within the percolation
zone. There is evidence of the presence of sub-surface volume scatterers toward the
chronological end of the plot, while they are notably absent from the beginning.
Although unforseen complications adversely affected results for the 1994 mission,
the recent modifications to the radar hardware have returned the instrument to
proper operation. When the AAFE altimeter participates in its next experiment,
results similar to the 1991 mission can be expected. A catalog of AAFE data sets
is listed in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Over the past nine months, the AAFE altimeter has been returned to full
operational capability by a painstakingly detailed diagnostic inspection of the radar
hardware. The "detailed" transmitter and receiver block diagrams should serve
as a baseline for proper hardware functionality. The receiver, in fact, has been
fine-tuned starting from the analog to digital converter and working backwards. All
of the mixing stages have been optimized through "LO" level to minimize insertion
loss and maximize unwanted image and "LO" suppression. The amplifier stages
have been optimized for maximum power output without saturation.
Currently, a conservative estimate is that the altimeter is from three to six
months away from mission readiness. The following tasks, given in order of timeli-
ness, are mandatory before AAFE can participate in any flight experiments:
• The GPIO interface circuit must be routed with PADS and sent for fabrication
(possibly through ProtoExpress). Appendix B presents a tested design.
• A power supply for the digital chirp synthesizer (DCS) must be assembled. All
necessary parts have been purchased except for the metal case and a means
for the -2 voltage requirement. A sturdy housing for the DCS itself, complete
with fan, must also be built.
• The software program "AAFE_START__NEW" must be modified to accommo-
date the completed GPIO interface circuit. Currently it programs the DCS
via the temporary breadboard equivalent, and will need adjustment should
the GPIO data pins switch from their current DCS data pin assignments, as
is very likely. The DCS programming routine should be incorporated into the
"AAFE_MAIN" generalradar operationcodeto allow reprogrammingwithout
shutting down. Both of thesetaskscan beaccomplishedin an afternoon.
If time allows, thesefurther modificationsshouldbe completed:
• Though still functioning, the last two (identical) RF switchesin the transmit-
ter subsectionare sufferingfrom an abnormally higher insertion loss. Rated
at an insertion lossofjust under2 dB, their lossconsistentlymeasuresgreater
than 3.5 dB. This added loss halves the output power immediately prior
to the antenna port, reducing operating rangeand the signal-to-noiseratio.
Moreover, the additional losscould be a signal of componentdeterioration,
indicating an imminent devicefailure.
• Much of the component-to-componentwiring is old RG-316style cable. These
cableshave poor isolation and their fragility makesthem a sourceof future
failure. A fair supply of semi-flexshieldedcablehasalready beenpurchased
and should beenoughfor most of the higher frequencyruns.
Finally, there are somedesirableimprovements,but they are either expensive,
extremely time consuming,or both. Theseinclude:
• The transmitter subsectionhasnow beenalmost completely rearranged,leav-
ing excessivelylong cableruns,componentswith poor anchoring,components
with no current use,and a generallack of order to componentlayout due to
repeatedmodifications. A completeoverhauland re-fabricationwould improve
systemperformance(through shorter cableruns, for example),facilitate diag-
nosticsor repairs, and greatly reducethe sizeand weight of the transmitter.
This, however,is not a small undertakingand there is the risk of component
failure from of any of the customHughesparts.
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• A more conciseintermediate frequencygeneratorcould be achievedthrough
the purchaseand installation of an injection locked 675 MHz or 405 1V[Hz
oscillator. Though this would reducethenumberof components,and therefore
reducefailure risks and improvespaceand weightcharacteristics,there are no
performancebenefitsfor the relatively high cost.
Although the design of the AAFE altimeter can hardly be described as new
technology,the numerousenhancementsprovidedby MIRSL haveenabledthe radar
to maintain a modern levelof performance.Onceagainoperational, the altimeter
remainsa powerful tool for the study of glacialice.
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APPENDIX A
SCITEQ DATA SHEET
PERFORMANCE/SPECIFICATIONS: DCP-IA
Output Frequency
Range (DCP-IA) ............. 1MHz to 250 MHz (w/o LPF)
Range (DCP- !A/LPF) ....... i MHz to 230 MHz (w/LPF)
Resolution ..................... <30 Hz (Approximately 29.80... Hz)
Control ......................... 24 parallel BINARY "ITL bits (pos-true logic) with STROBE
Main Output (with LPF and gain equalization)
Level ........................... -5 dBm into 50£2 (! MHz to 230 MHz)
Accuracy/Flatness ............ +2 dB <Phase Control ..... 12 parallel "ITL Binary bits (pos-
.................................. true logic)
Spectral Purity
Harmonics ..................... -35 dBc
Spurious (typical) ............. -50 dBc (@<100 MHz)
-45 dBc (@ >200 MHz)
Phase Noise @ I01 MHz .... <-95 dBc/Hz @ 100 Hz offset
<-95 dBc/Hz @ ! kHz offset
<-i 15 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz offset
<-130 dBc/Hz @ 100 kHz offset
Clock Frequency ............. 500 MHz
Level ........................... +5 dBm 5:2 dB
Reference Frequency (if optional REF GEN module is supplied)
External ........................ 10.0 MHz @ 2 dBm 5:2 dB into 50_
or
Internal ......................... 10.0 MHz @ 5:1 pprn accuracy
Frequency Switching
Switching Speed .............. <2 NANOseconds in the chirp mode
<.50nsec in manual hopped CW mode
Characteristic .................. Phase Continuous (Linear FM mode only)
Connectors
RF Sine Output ............... SMA Female (Jl)
DDS Clock Ref Input ........ SMA Female 03) - 500 MHz
Frequency Control ............ 50-pin mini D-connector (P2)
Power .......................... 9-pin mini D-connector (PI)
Stop Frequency ............... 15-pin mini D-connector (P3)
Environmental
Operating Temp ............... 0°C to +50°C
Storage Temp ................. -20°C to +70°C
Power Supply ................. -5.2V @ 2.5A;+5V @ 150 mA; -12V @ 125 mA;-2V @ 500mA
Dimensions ..................... 5"(W) x 7.08"(D) x I.125"(H);
Weight ........................... 2 lb (0.9 kg).net; 3 lbs (!.4 kg), shipping
APPENDIX B
GPIO PROGRAMMER DESIGN
Pin # GPIO Value Sciteq Value
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
GND
DO15
DO14
DO13
DO12
DOll
DO10
F23
F20
F17
F14
Fll
F08
F05
DO9
DO8
DO7
DO6
DO5
DO4
DO3
DO2
DO1
DO0
F02
GND
Pll
P08
P05
P02
ClkReset
Mode0
MainSel
Strobe
GND
PCTL
IO
PRESET
CTL0
CTL1
GND
SafeGND
F22
F19
F16
F13
F10
F07
F04
F01
'1 Pin #
26
27
28
29
30
31
"32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
GPIO Value Sciteq Value
GND
DI15
DI14
DI13
DI12
Dlll
DI10
DI9
DIS
DI7
DI6
DI5
DI4
DI3
DI2
DI1
DI0
SafeGND
PFLG
PSTS
EIR
STI0
STI1
GND '
GND
GND
P10
P07
P04
P01
GND
AuxSel
MstrReset
F21
F18
F15
F12
F09
F06
F03
F00
GND
P09
P06
P03
P00
GND
Model
AddZero
RomReset
Current Sciteqprogrammingcode(belo
GPIO Pin SciteqData Bit GPIO Pin
_¢)usedthis setu_:
SciteqData Bit
8
9
10
11
19
5
13
14
15
CtlO
20
Model
6
Mode0
Strobe
BasicCode:
10 ! ENSURE STROBE IS HIGH (INV LOGIC)
20 CONTROL 12,2;0
25 FOR I=1 TO 100
26 , NEXT I
30 !PAUSE
40 F***PROGRAM CONTROL 0x40***
50 CONTROL 12,3;16384
60 ! FLASH STROBE AFTER DELAY
70 FOR I=l TO 100
71 NEXT I
90 CONTROL 12,2;1
100 CONTROL 12,2;0
110 !***PROGRAM MAIN REG 45 MHz - NOTE 2's Complement!***
120 CONTROL 12,3;-32720
130 ! FLASH STROBE
140 FOR I=1 TO 100
150 NEXT I
160 CONTROL 12,2;1
170 CONTROL 12,2;0
180 !***PROGRAM AUX REG 45 MHz***
190 CONTROL 12,3;8240
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200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
34O
! FLASH STROBE
CONTROL 12,2;1
CONTROL 12,2;0
!***PROGRAM INC 114 kHz***
CONTROL 12,3;-24561
!***PROGRAM INC 0 Hz
!CONTROL 12,3;-24576
! FLASH STROBE
FOR I=1 TO 100
NEXT I
CONTROL 12,2;1
CONTROL 12,2;0
! FLASH MASTER RESET
CONTROL 12,2;2
CONTROL 12,2;0
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Each GPIO data line must have the following receiver built into the interface
+5
220 _2
GPIO _x_ TI'L
in _3
30_
NOTE: It is better to leave out the NOT gate in the fabricated circuit board.
a complemented data word can be sent to compensate!
The following Sciteq lines must be accomodated:
Rom Reset, ADD Zero both tied LOW
Clk Reset tied HIGH
MSTR Reset pulsed HIGH-LOW-HIGH (remains HIGH)
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APPENDIX C
USER'S MANUAL
Written by Ellen Ferraro (4/29/94), Revised by Rudy Pawul (3/97)
I. CABLE CONNECTIONS AND AC POWER CONNECTIONS
A. Front of Rack
la. BNC-to-BNC cable from ANB (labelled chirp) on Stanford Research Sys-
tems (SRS) Four Channel Digital Delay/Pulse Generator (referred to as SRS Pulse
Generator from here on) to the BNC "T" on the Control Box input port labelled
chirp.
lb. BNC-to-BNC cable from other end of BNC "T" to chirp input on GPIO/chirp
interface.
2. BNC-to-BNC cable from CND (labelled deehirp) on SRS Pulse Generator to
the Control Box input labelled dechirp.
2b. BNC-to-BNC cable from other end of BNC "T" to dechirp input on GPIO/chirp
interface.
3. There must be 50 ohm loads on both the AUB and CuD ports on the SRS
Pulse Generator. This keeps the signals from other ports clean.
4. BNC-to-SMA cable from outport port labelled trigger on Control Box to
trigger port on 2000T Analytek card in top Analytek 5-slot VME chassis.
5. BNC-to-SMA cable from 3rd IF outport port on Receiver box to Chl port on
2004SC Analytek card in top Analytek 5-slot VME chassis.
6. 4 SMA-to-SMA cables from Transmitter box to Receiver box, labelled 3rd LO
(567 MHz), 2nd LO (1620 MHz), TxTT and 1st LO (12.82 GHz). The Vtps port is
a test port and the transmitter Vtps port shouldhavea 50ohm load on it. There
DOES NOT have to be a cableon this port from the Transmitter to the Receiver.
7. Connect an SMA-to-SMA cablefrom Sciteqdigital chirp synthesizer(DCS)
to chirp input on transmitter front panel.
8. The TWT is only a backupamplifier and doesnot have any connectionsto
it. The "TO TWT" and "FROM TWT" ports on the Transmitter box may be left
unconnectedsincethe), areonly for backup purposes.
9. In the top Analytek 5-slot VME chassisthe port 1 of the interface ports on
the 2000HA Analytek card should be connectedto the J1 port on the 2004 SC
Analytek card.
10. 50-pin ribbon cablefrom the 2000HA Analytek card in the top VME chassis
to the 2000VIX card in the bottom 5-slotVME chassis.
11. HPIB cable from National Instrument VME GPIB card in bottom 5-slot
VME chassisto HPIB card in backof computer.
12. RS-232cable from VIPER 8704/30card in bottom 5-slot VME chassisto
RS-232port in backof computer.
13. Connect 50-pin D-type connectorfrom DCSto GPIO/chirp interface.
14. When system is in the aircraft, the SMA port on the 2000AM card in the
bottomm 5-slot VME chassisshould be connectedto the pulse-per-second(PPS)
output from the GPS receiversystem.
B. Back of Rack
1. HPIB cable from back of SKS Pulse Generator to HPIB card in back of
computer.
2. GPIO cablefrom backof Control Box to GPIO card in backof computer.
2b. GPIO cablefrom GPIO card 12to GPIO/chirp interface.
3. 25 pin cablefrom backof Control Box to backof ReceiverBox.
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4. 24pin cablefromm backof Control Box to backof Transmitter Box.
5. There is a 4 pin connectoron the back of the ReceiverBox that wasorigi-
nally usedfor testing, but is NOT currently usedand shouldnot be connectedfor
anything.
6. 24pin cablefrom backof PowerSupply Box to backof Transmitter Box.
7. 24 pin cablefrom backof PowerSupply Box to backof ReceiverBox.
8. HPIB cablefrom backof top Analytek 5-slot VME chassisto back of com-
puter.
9. WaveguideRun from backof Transmitter Box to backof ReceiverBox, (both
ports facedirectly back).
10. Connectpowercablesfrom chirp powersupply to DCS.
11. If instrument is installed in an aircraft, the other port on the circulator (the
onefacing to the right when looking at the backof the Tranmitter Box) should be
connectedto the waveguiderun that goesto the antenna.
12. There should beAC powercablesto the SRSPulseGenerator,the Control
Box, the ReceiverBox, the Transmitter Box, the PowerSupply Box, the computer
monitor, the GPSreceiver,the HP computer,hard drive, and the other peripherals,
the two Analytek 5-slot VME chassis,and the Uninterruptable PowerSupply.
II. INITIAL START-UP
A. PowerOn
The powerswitchesshould be turned on asfollows (all switchesareon the front
of the instrument except the GPS Receiver):
1. Stanford ResearchSystems(SRS)PulseGenerator
2. Control Box (toggleswitch to greenlight)
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3. PowerSupply Box (push-buttonswitchat far right should light up green. Red
light shouldcomeon abovenormal/off/standby switch). Toggleswitchesshould all
be up.
4. Chirp Power Supply
5. Uninterruptable PowerSource
6. Computer Monitor
7. Computer, hard drive, and all other peripherals
8. Both VME Analytek 5-slot chassis(black toggleswitch)
9. Poweramp in Transmitter Box (silver toggleswitch shouldbe up)
10. GPS Receiver
B. Load Software
1. When the computer is turned on it should boot up HP BASIC.
2. If this is the first time powering up the system, load the program AAFE_START
by typing in
LOAD "AAFE_START_.NEW"
and hitting return.
4. If the radar has already been running, you've stopped it and you want to
start it up again and change the number of averages, load AAFE_RUN by typing
(use this only if you have not turned off the power to any part of the system)
LOAD "M AI N/ AAF E / P ROG RAM S / AAF E_RU N"
and hitting return.
5. If the radar has already been running, you've stopped it and you want to start
it up again, but do not want to change the number of averages, load AAFE_RERUN
by typing (use this only if you have not turned off power to any part of the system)
LOAD "MAIN/AAFE/PROGRAMS/AAFE_RERUN"
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and hitting return.
6. Summaryof AAFE programs
AAFE_START - inital start up
AAFE_.RUN - re-start and change averages
AAFE_RERUN - re-start
III. RUNNING SOFTWARE
A. Press RUN key using softkeys or type in RUN and hit return. Follow through
the series of steps listed below (they are also explained on the computer screen).
1. Enter the number of averages (using softkeys) either 1, 16, 34; 64, 128, 256,
or 512. 64 averages is recommended.
2. If running AAFE_START the computer will immediately start down- loading
software to the VIPER board. The software will scroll by on the screen monitor as
this occurs. This process will take approximately 5 minutes. Occasionally timeouts
and breaks will occur, this is OK. While the software is downloading, the SYSFAIL
light on the VME GPIB card in the bottom 5-slot VME chassis will be red. When
the final line of code is downloaded this light will turn green.
3. If running AAFE__RUN or AAFE_.RERUN, hit the abort and reset toggle
switches located on the VIPER 8704/30 card in the bottom 5-slot VME chassis.
Again, the software will scroll by on the monitor as the software is downloaded to
the VIPER board.
4. The monitor will display a list of things to check once the software has been
loaded to VIPER. In addition to checking these things, check that the SYSFAIL
light on the VME GPIB board in the bottom 5-slot VME chassis is green. Then
press continue on softkeys.
5. Enter desired radar rep rate, (in Hz). 750 is recommended. Hit return after
entering number.
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6. Enter desiredpulsewidth with softkeysif you want a full, half, or quarter
pulsewidth. Hit the "Enter amounl_"to enterany pulsewidth. The display on the
screenshowsthe minimum altitude that canbe flown whenusing eachpulsewidth.
It is recommendedto useaslargea pulsewidth as possible.When in a calibration
loop, alwaysuse the full pulsewidth.
7. Next, the computer will askyou if an initialization should be performedon
the Analytek system. This should be doneevery time the system is first turned
on. After the initialization has beendoneonce,it doesnot have to be doneagain
if the power is not cycled. If you enter YES a calibration will be done. This takes
approximately 3 minutes. As the Analytek is calibrating the STATUS lights on the
Analytek 2000Pcard in the top 5-slot VME chassisshould flicker on and off. In
addition, the trigger mode and ready light on the Analytek 2000T card may also
flicker. Once the calibration processis done, a Data Acquisition System Status
screenwill be displayed.This should read:
AC Calibration data is invalid DC Calibration date is valid AC Correction is off
DC Correction is on Display is offSCSIis onSignalaveragingis offClock Frequency
(MHz): 1000SampleFrequency(MHz): 166 Segmentlength: 512 Processlength
count: 512Trigger coupling: DC Trigger delay(usec):4.39156626506Trigger mode:
POST Trigger offset (V): 1Trigger slope: POSTrigger type: EXT
If they are all correct, presscontinueon softkeys.
8. Enter the number of recordsor waveformsto store in one data file. 40000
recordsis approximatelyoneflight hour. 40000is recommended uring flights. Press
return after entering the number.
9. The computer will come up with RADAR MODE display. Each mode is
describedin detail in the following sections.
B. Calibration Mode
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1. When running the radar youshouldalwaysstart with the calibration modeto
check'for a cleancalibration pulse. This letsyouknowthat everything is poweredup
and working. This calibration loop aloneDOES NOT calibrate any system delays.
To calibrate system delays,suchas the waveguiderun, seesection on Calibrating
SystemDelays.
2. Hit the Calibrate softkey. The monitor shouldcomeup with an AAF'E Radar
Altimeter display, which showsthe calibration pulse. This pulseshould be a spike
locatedat approximately 0.0 meters.
Somethings to checkfor:
- The READY light on the Analytek 2000Tcard in the top 5-slot VME chassis
should'be a steady green.
- The SYSFAIL light on the VME GPIB card in the bottom 5-slot VME chassis
shouldbe a steadygreen.
-the USEP IND light on the VIPER 8704/30shouldbe rapidly flashing orange
(this showsdata is passingover the bus from the VIPER to theHP computer).
3. From the Calibration mode, you can adjust the AGC using the softkeys
and you can adjust the pulse usinga softkey. A smallerpulsewidth givesa wider
calibration pulse. In addition, you canstop the radar usinga softkey or changeto
the oter radar modes,which aredescribedin the followingsections.
4. The AGC setting starts at 14dB. If you increasethe AGC, you should bee
the peak power level reduce. If you decreasethe ACC, you will eventually start to
saturate the AGC and the pulsewill get noisy.
C. Radiate Mode (pleaseready steps1 - 3 befor enteringthis mode)
1. This is the transmit mode of the radar and is the mode typically used to
obtain altitude data.
2. IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE THE RADIATE MODE WHILE IN THE
LAB OR ON THE GROUND! The radar should only be put in the radiate mode
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when the aircraft is flying at an altitude above100 meters. Otherwise the power
level from nearby reflectionsin the lab or from the groundwhen the radar is in an
aircraft may causeseriousdamageto the receiverand transmitter.
3. If you wish to go through the sequenceof stepsfor the radiate modewhile in
the lab or on the ground, TURN OF THE POWER SWITCH ON THE POWER
SUPPLY!
4. Hit the Radiate mode softkey and the computer will ask you to choose an
estimator routine for tracking. OCOG is recommended for rapidly varying terrain,
while MAX VAL is the best for slowly varying highly reflective terrain. The MAX
VAL also takes the least computation time and is recommended whenever possible.
Use the softkeys to choose a tracker.
5. Choose a smoothing method. Right now there is only one smoothing method
programmed, it is alpha-beta smoothing. This does not work that well. If flying
at altitudes and under conditions where a clean pulse is obtained, not smoothing
is necessary. Therefore the "no smoothing" softkey is recommended. If you choose
no smoothing, go on to the next step. Otherwise, if you choose alpha-beta, the
computer will ask you for an alpha parameter (.5 is recommended) and then for a
beta parameter (.03125 is recommended). This smoothing technique works like a
two-pole filter. You will also be asked to enter an alpha and a beta for the AGC.
The same values are recommended.
6. Enter the maximum altitude for the acquisition mode (in meters) This is the
highest range that the acquisition mode will look at when it attempts to gain lock.
An altitude of 300 to 400 meters above the intended flight altitude is recommended.
Hit return after entering number.
7. Enter the minimum altitude for the acquisition mode (in meters). This is the
lowest range that the acquisition mode will look at when it attempts to gain lock. An
altitude 100 to 200 meters below the intended flight altitude is recommended. DO
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NOT ENTER AN ALTITUDE THAT IS BELOW THE POSSIBLE ALTITUDE
FOR THE TRANSMITTED PULSEWIDTH! Hit return after entering numbei:.
8. The radar will immediately enter the acquisitionmode. "Acquisition" will
show up on the screenand the display screenon the SRSPulse Generator should
scroll through the delay times which correspondto the rangesin the acquisition
window. Oncethe radar hasobtained lock it will enter its normal tracking mode.
The radar should automatically control the AGC and keep the waveform in the
display window.
9. You can use the softkeysto manually control the AGC, the position of the
waveform (delay), the transmitted pulsewidth and to stop the radar. If the radar
stays in the acquisition modebecauseit can't obtain lock, there is an escapekey to
leaethe acquisition and start overwith a new min and max altitude.
10. You canalso switch to the Calibrate or Rad Testmode from this mode.
11. If you haveentereda maximum and minimum rangethat doesnot include
the actual aircraft altitude, the radar will keepentering the acquisition mode over
and over. The escapesoftkey allowsyou to leavethe acquisition mode and enter a
new max and min range.
D. Rad Test Mode (pleaseread steps1- 3 beforeenteringthis mode)
1. This is the manual transmit modeof the radar. It transmits and receivesjust
like the Radiate mode,but the control of the AGC and the tracking arecompletely
manual.
2. IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE THE RAD TEST MODE WHILE IN THE
LAB OR ON THE GROUND! The radar shouldonly be put in the rad test mode
when the aircraft is flying at an altitude above100meters. Otherwise, the power
level from nearbyreflections in the lab or from the ground whenthe radar is in an
aircraft may causeseriousdamageto the receiverand transmitter.
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3. If you wish to go through the sequenceof stepsfor the rad test modewhile in
the lab or on the ground,TURN OFF THE POWER SWITCH ON THE PO\¥ER
SUPPLY!
4. Hit the Rad Test mode softkey and the computer will askyou to enter the
initial rangeto the surface.Hit return after entering the number.
5. The return from the initial rangeenteredwill bedisplayedon the screen.You
can then adjust the delay to either put the waveformin the centerof the window
or find the return if there is not onepresent.The AGC and pulsewidth can also be
adjustedmanually.
6. The radar will not automatically track when in this mode, all tracking
must be donemanually by incrementing and decrementingthe delay. This mode
is recommendedin areaswhere the tracking mode doesnot work well. Both the
Calibrate and Radiatemodecan be enteredfrom this mode.
IV. CALIBRATION OF SYSTEM DELAYS
In order to achieveas accurate altitude measurementsas possible,all internal
delays in the AAFE radar altimeter must be calibrated. Theseare three places
wheredelaysoccur: the radar hardward (transmitter and receiver),the wavelength
run, and the horn antenna. Oncethesedelayshavebeendetermined,the reference
plane for the altitude measurementsis the aperture of the horn antenna.
THIS CALIBRATION PROCESSSHOULD BE PERFORMED EVERY DAY THAT
THERE IS A TEST FLIGHT OR DATA FLIGHT!
A. Measurementof Total SystemDelay
1. The total delay in the system,tsy,tem is
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tsyster n : thardware -{- twaveguide + tantenna
This can be me'asured by performing the following steps.
2. Place a "short" (a metal plate) over the aperture of the horn antenna.
.
pulse
4.
5.
6.
Start up the radar, create a file of approximately 5000 blocks, and use a FULL
width.
MAKE SURE THE RADAR IS PUT IN THE CALIBRATION MODE.
Store the entire 5000 waveforms in the file and then stop the radar.
Rename the file to < DATE > _ant_cal.
B. Measurement of thardware
1. Place a "short" (a metal plate) over the circulator port that normally goes to
the waveguide.
2. Repeat steps 3 through 5 under Measurement of Total System Delay.
3. Rename the file to < DATE > _hard_cal.
C. Measurement of twaveguide
1. Place a "short" (a metal plate) at the end of the waveguide run (before the
antenna).
2. Repeat steps 3 through 5 under Measurement of Total System Delay.
3. Rename the file to < DATE > _wave_cal.
4. This is actually a measurement of $hardware -_- twaveguide. TO get just twaveguide ,
the previous measurement of thardware should be subtracted from this measurement.
5. A check on the measurement of twaveguide should be performed using a network
analyzer.
D. Measurement of tantenn a
1. By subtracting thardware and t_,eg_iac from tsystem, you will have a measure-
ment of tantenn a.
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2. A checkon the measurementof ta,,_e,_na should be performed using a network
analyzer.
E. External Calibration
1. Aircraft should be on the ground and stationary. Put a large piece of metal
on the ground directly below the antenna.
2. Repeat steps 3 through 5 under the Measurement of Total System Delay.
3. Rename the file to < DATE > _ezt_cal.
4. Measure distance from antenna aperture to ground directly below it using a
tape measure and a plumb to ensure a straight line.
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APPENDIX D
DATA CATALOG
1994 AAFE Data Quick Reference Time Line
Time breakdown, by Mission, File, Time describing when AAFE data is bad
enough to ignore data from 1994 data sets.
See AAFE log book for more information as only reasonably large sections of
data are listed here. Times when track is temporarily lost and notes about terrain,
flight maneuvers, and good returns are included.
If a file is not listed, data is worth investigating.
Mission 1
My21123046
My21134822
My21165433
My21180355
Mission 2
My23125104
My23173516
My23183846
Mission 6
My31124410
My31141043
12:30 to 13:08
13:52 to 13:59
14:26 to 14:46
17:51 to 18:02
18:13 to 18:26
13:16 to 13:32
17:42 to 17:50
18:20 to ...
... to 18:42
Whole File
Whole File
No Signal
Bad Signal
No Signal
No Signal
Bad / None
Bad / None
Tx fell off of rails
before flight. Repaired
My31151254
My31161509
Mission 7
Jn01140306
Jn01150717
Jn01162032
Jn01172309
Mission 8
Jn06113756
Mission 9
Jn07165909
Mission 10
None
Mission 11
Jn09110203
Jn09134913
Jn09145152
Mission 12
Jn14160138
Note:
Mission 13
Jn16124027
Jn16135250
Mission 14
Whole File
Whole File
after 4th file.
14:20 to 14:53
16:10 to 16:20
16:20 to 16:50
17:40 to 17:47
18:08 to 18:33
Bad Data
13:32 to 14:12 Bad Data
17:00 to 17:05 No Signal
13:21 to 13:48
13:49 to 13:53
14:58 to 15:15
Bad Signal (Clipping)
Bad / None
16:50 to 17:04 Bad / None
Parts of this Mission were flown under 380m due to ceiling.
13:25 to 13:55
14:40 to 14:46
Low Altitude
Bad Data
Lots of aerial maneuvers. See flight log (no large data lapses).
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DATs for AAFE Data
1994 Data:
"Even Mission Tape"
Tar 1:
Tar 2:
Tar 3:
My21212148
My23102850
My23125104
My23132515
My23140043
My23150345
My23163314
My23173516
My23183846
My31115934
My31124410
My31141043
My31151254
My31161509
My31180757
My31181325
My31191628
My31202622
Jn06113756
Jn06141959
Jn06152225
Jn06162437
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(From Mission 1)
(Mission 2)
(Mission 6)
(Mission 8)
Tar 4:
Tar 5:
Tar 6:
"Odd Mission Tape"
Tar 1:
Tar 2:
Jn06172640
Jn08121100
Jn08134732
Jn08145311
Jn08162245
Jn08172510
Jn09200039
Jn14114003
Jn14135607
Jni4145838
Jn14160138
Jn14171638
Jn16173226
Jn17101906
Jn17124123
Jn17124414
Jn17134719
Jn17145004
My06183203
My06184930
My06213631
My06225218
My21110045
My21123046
My21134822
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(Mission 10)
(From Mission 11)
(Mission 12)
(From Mission 13)
(Mission 14)
(Test Flight at Wallops)
(Mission 1)
Tar 3:
Tar 4:
Tar 5:
Tar 6:
Tar 7:
My21145024
My21155230
My21165433
My21180355
Broken Pipe
Jn01111345
Jn01124358
Jn01140306
Jn01150717
Jn01162032
Jn01172309
Jn01183522
Jn07120345
Jn07135140
Jn07145356
Jn07155631
Jn07165909
Jn07180149
Jn07190357
Jn08190219
Jn09110203
Jn09134913
Jn09145152
Jn09160259
Jn09170528
Jn09180743
Jn14185440
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(Just Tape Error - No Data Missing)
(Mission 7)
(Mission 9)
(Prom Mission 10)
(Mission 11)
(Mission 13)
Jn16102008
Jn16124027
Jn16135250
Jn16145622
Jn16161337
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Opticals for AAFE Data
1991 Data:
Greenland Data:
91_cals
91sp04
91sp12
91sp18
91sp19
Side A
91agl3antcall
91agl3antcal2
91ag28cal
91sp13antcal
91sp04122815
91sp04130811
91sp04140009
91sp04150828
91sp04160935
91sp04161311
91sp04162440
91sp12125412
91sp12135840
91sp12150311
91sp12160957
91sp12171337
91sp18123951
91sp18134342
91sp18144703
91sp18155040
91sp18165503
91sp19123356
91sp19133803
91sp19144127
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91sp20
91sp21
1991Data:
GreenlandData:
91_test_flights
91sp19154449
91sp19164941
91sp20122521
91sp20132908
91sp20143226
91sp20164519
91sp21140624
Side B
91aug02
91ju131150101
91ju131151508
91ju131153123
91ju131155921
91ju131160236
91jul31160905
91jul31161338
91ju131161842
91ju131162043
91ju131163656
91ju131164051
91ju131172525
91ju131172952
91ju131173236
91ju131174639
91aug0275449
91aug02812o2
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91aug07
91aug08_9
91aug13_14
91aug15
91aug23
91aug0282307
91aug0282558
91aug07173315
91aug07173818
91aug07174153
91aug07204505
91aug08235656
91aug09100708
91aug09151415
91aug13235747
91aug14163841
91aug14164208
91aug14175857
91aug14184646
91aug14192359
91aug14193722
91aug15164535
91aug15190441
91aug15201531
91aug23130938
91aug23143325
91aug23145557
91aug23145733
91aug23150345
91aug23150654
91aug23150956
91aug23152307
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91ag24
91ag28
91ag29
9lag30
9lag31
91aug23160853
91aug23161339
91aug23161739
91aug23170253
91ag24135355
91ag24143820
91ag24145816
91ag24160823
91ag28152500
91ag28163115
91ag28180052
91ag28193040
91ag29161611
91ag29174809
91ag30132103
91ag30152036
91ag31132637
91ag31142813
91ag31161256
91ag31174716
NewfoundlandData:
91_test_flight
91_transit_flight
91nv14
nv09212129
nv13154532
nv13164948
nv14131927
nv14135333
100
91nv14_91nv15
91nv17_91nv18
91nv20
nv14145829
nv14235556
nv15002543
nv15010916
nv17223216
nv17232406
nv18002418
nv18012448
nv20125356
nv20135356
nv20205901
1993Data, Optical 1 of 2:
SideA
MISSION6
MISSION1-5
93Jn23102345
93Jn23103332
93Jn23105019
93Jn23105727
93Jn23110916
93Jn23112247
93Jn23120316
93Jn23130232
93Jn23142651
93Jn23152604
93Jn23154010
93Jn27120925
93Jn27132314
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Side B
MISSION3-10
MISSION4X
93cal_.files
MISSION7
93Jn27143113
93Jn27144625
93Jn27155540
93Jn27170428
93Jn28102007
93Jn28104004
93Jn28114558
93Jn28124655
93Jn28134728
93Jn28144800
93Jn28150759
93Jn28161009
93Jn28164640
93J103112821
93J103123917
93J103135154
93J103145317
93sp23broad_bm_antcal
93sp23internal_M
93sp23nar_bm_antcal
93sp27_lO7.3cm_xtcal
93oc08_plate_at_Xcm
93oc18new_lO8cmmal
93oc18new_plate_cal
93Jn24133312
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MISSION11
MISSION10Y
MISSION9Y
1993 Data, Optical 2 of 2:
Side A
MISSION1-5
MISSION7
MISSION10Y
93Jn24143531
93Jn24145951
93Jn24151425
93Jn24154516
93Jn24161540
93Jn25121609
93Jn25122932
93Jn25133413
93Jn25143823
93Jn25154511
93JI01122411
93JI01134059
93JI01141923
93JI01154742
93JI01164815
93JI08113227
93JI08121404
93JI08131513
93JI08141659
93JI08152021
93JI08162105
As in Optical 1
As in Optical 1
As in Optical 1
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MISSION11
MISSION5Y
As in Optical 1
93J102112407
93J102121709
93J102124313
93J102134421
93J102144923
Side B
MISSION5Y
MISSION9-4
MISSIONllA
As above
93J107095039
93J107101753
93J107114039
93J107124132
93J107134805
93J107145003
93J107160208
93J109095902
93J109105533
93J109113342
93J109120815
93J109130906
93J109135604
93J109141658
93J109153351
93J109163423
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